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Semi universal approval of a Group 2/3 ISOFIT. ISOFIX connectors are engaged to vehicles ISOFIX anchorage points, while the occupant is harnessed by the adult vehicle seatbelt.
Universal approval of a Group 2/3 Belted. ISOFIX connectors are not engaged to vehicles ISOFIX anchorage points (in storage position), while the occupant is harnessed by the adult vehicle seatbelt.
ISOFIX Anchorage + Adult Belt Issues in the Field

- Buckle placed inside the ISOFIX anchorage distance
- ISOFIX anchors placed very high vs. seat cushion
- Buckle placed inside the ISOFIX anchorage distance
- Buckle placed inside the ISOFIX anchorage distance
Distance seat cushion to roof not sufficient to receive a CRS adjusted to P10 statures